2018 OMC Competition Guidebook

OMC World Champion Barber
Low Fade Cut / Pompadour
Gents - Individual
Live Model
No competitor age indication - all ages accepted

The competitors proceed to the assigned working stations. The top of the models' hair must be wet. The Wise
Men will wet the top of the models' hair again, if the hair is not wet according to OMC rules. Hair products
before the test are forbidden. All competitors will be asked to move away from their models and wait on the side
of the red carpet. The General Commissioner will call the competitors back to their mirrors and start the
competition.
At finish, the model must be facing the mirrors straight on. If the model's head is tilted in a different
direction, the Wise Men will ask the model to sit facing the mirror. If this is not observed, penalty will be
assessed.

1.

Length

The top hair length is free. The hair length must be a minimum of 2 cm from the occipital area
down to the neckline and over the side perimeter of the ears. If the hair length is found to be
shorter than 2 cm, penalty points will be assessed. The side burns or beard can be cut in
advance.

2.

Color

Black. Spray colors are forbidden.

3.

Tools

All types of scissors and clippers are allowed.

4.

Cut

Low fade cut / pompadour and part are optional. Shaving the sides above the arch of the ear
with razor or electric razor is forbidden. Carving designs are forbidden. The example of the
OMC inspiration flyer must be followed.

5.

Styling

All styling tools and products are allowed.

6.

Clothes

Off subject clothes will be penalized.

7.

Jury

The Jury will judge the general impression of the low fade cut / graduation.

8.

Time

25 minutes

9.

Scores

Maximum:
Minimum:

30 points
25 points

No electric plugs and no mirrors are available in the competitor preparation areas.
Only 1 plug not exceeding 2000 W per competitor is available on the competition floor, and only 1 device can
be used at a time on this plug (no multiple adapters).
It is the competitors' responsibility to check the host country's voltage (220 V or 110 V) before the
championship, to avoid confusion at the time of the competition.
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